Directions to Oak Hill College, Chase Side, Southgate, N14 4PS
020 8449 0467
By Tube:
Take the Piccadilly Line to Southgate (Zone 4) N.B. some tubes stop at Arnos
Grove (the stop before Southgate); other tubes go to Cockfosters (the end of the
line). Kings Cross to Southgate takes about 25-30 mins. You can then get to
College by bus, taxi or walking:

w Bus: at the top of the escalators turn left. Make for the bus stop by the
florist. Take the 298 bus marked Cockfosters or South Mimms and get out at
the Cat Hill Campus stop opposite the rugby ground. The College entrance is
a short distance back on the same side (you will pass the entrance on the
bus). Bus comes every 20 minutes.

w Taxi: turn right out of the tube station and the taxi rank is a short distance
behind the station. 5-10 min taxi ride.

w Walking: come out of the tube station and turn left. You should be walking
up Chase Side (there is a Boots, McDonalds, Post Office, several restaurants).
Walk straight up this road, over the ASDA roundabout, over the traffic lights.
You will eventually pass a field on your left and an entrance to Farm Lane.
Take the next entrance on the left which will take you up the drive to the
main building. Allow 20-25 mins depending on how fast you walk.
By car from the M25:
Come off at Junction 24 (Potters Bar junction) and take the A111 to Cockfosters.
After about 3 miles you come to a roundabout, go straight over this. There is a
rugby ground on your left and as that comes to an end, the main entrance to the
college is on the right.
There is a white 'Oak Hill College' sign at the drive entrance.

